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Dear Reader,

This is the fifth edition of  murmur, a compilation of  poetry, prose, and visual artwork created by 
providers, mentors, and students at the University of  Rochester Medical Center. It is the
successor of  Turtlequill, which served as URMC’s literary magazine in the preceding decade.

With this edition of  murmur, we seek to explore the intersections between medicine and our lives
outside the hospital. Whether you are a provider or a patient, the societal landscape in which you 
reside implicitly influences your thoughts, perspectives, and identity in healthcare. This 
publication offers a space for members of  our community to reflect on that which brings us 
together, that which divides us, and that which defines us. Thus, this issue is centered on 
INTERSECTIONS, with subthemes of Union, Conscience, Schism, and Identity.

We thank our editorial board and readers, Dr. Erik Larsen, Dr. Stephanie Brown Clark, the 
University of  Rochester Division of  Medical Humanities and Bioethics, the Arnold P. Gold 
Foundation, the Cluster for Health and Human Values of  the University Committee for 
Interdisciplinary Studies, the Rochester Academy of  Medicine, our contributors, and you, for 
helping continue this URMC tradition.

Enjoy.

Sincerely,
Emily Gore and Peter Sobraske
Co-editors-in-chief
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east&winthrop
Tom Kearns
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I linger on the lakeshore
As the pulse of  this autumn day grows faint.
Cloud underbellies —
Dune-rippled like a Gobi on high —
Soak up pink and ochre from the west
And spit out rays of  gold,
As the solar sarcophagus sinks 
And stars appear
Like relatives at a wake.

My cat joins me on the shore,
Crouches to watch a chipmunk
Scuttle into the gaping body bag of  night.

Nocturne
Frank J. Edwards, M.D.
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Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D.
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Chaotic Synergy
Allison Ogawa
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to be worshipped

Palms up, knees down
My eyes closed and face upward

Receiving your desires and granting them twice with blessings too constant to be mistaken.

The beating, sweating walls of  this temple layered with paints of  joy and
animated with the shadow dances of  this one believer.

A fever dream too good to be holy
and too real to be anything else.

You call out my name and I look to you with both eyes,
Hold you with both hands.

Armond Collins
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of many
Allison Ogawa
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View of the main reading room of the    
Library of Congress in Washington, D.C.

John Hansen, M.D.
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This Dusty Cycle

Moist jammy air, thick 
with sweet fermentation of  dying 
leaves      strange that death has
such pleasant scents:
autumnal leaves conjuring 
the warmth 
of  spice, baked bread, gratins
hints of  chocolate on the muted air, 
the wind-tousled look outside      the brilliance
of  leaves morphing through 
life stages: oxidation is losing 
electrons and gaining vivacity

yet the familiar fruitiness of  diabetics and
the fishy scent of  kidney disease portend 
bleakness at first trace; we inspire 
the fragrant not with delight 
but fear and mourn silver moonstreaked tresses
rivulets landscaping faces 
relaxing of  flesh downward

perhaps because greenery is reborn
as wormfood, as nitrous compost, we crave
this dusty cycle

Ramya Sampath
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conscience
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Honesty*+

I don’t know what I’m doing
and afraid of  what I’ll do.
 
I’m terrified it’s showing
oh, it’s growing 
softly sowing in untenable milieu 
of  expectations from the patients
seeking we, the furtive few,
to solve the riddle of  the Sphinx, 
prescribe ad nauseam, cure the flu,
whilst a turbulent inflow, those
vexing patien[ce][ts], enter cue
and “By the way, I’ve paperwork.
You don’t mind, do you?”

I capitulate to emesis
directly on the premises
As I dream of  feigning confidence, like you.
But fake it till you make it?
Anachronistically dated.
By your leave, a pardon please; I need to spew.

*a quality common as Melville’s whale
+press me and I deny everything

Jonathan Paul Edelman
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I do worry.
I do worry,
I worry you won’t wake up,
I worry you’ll feel alone.
That the last breath you take is one in a strange, sterile place that leaves you cold.
I worry that I’ll walk in and you won’t be there,
Smiling,
eating pancakes.
With a barrette in your hair and your feet dangling from the chair,
because the years have made you shorter.
I worry your family won’t get to see you one last time.
Most of  all, I worry that at one point, my training will not have prepared me for this moment.
For you.

I do worry
Thais Calderon
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Stillness on 
the Lake
Brandon Sprung, M.D.
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sometimes i feel shallow when i want to be deep. 
I reach into my belly, finding a round of  water,
patting and pushing into it with open palm. 
striking life into it, wishing depth into the clay underneath 

shallow
Armond Collins
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Near a Window
Emily Gore
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Dolor

In a medical textbook I came across a word  it means  in some ancient 
but unforgotten language  pain  
it is also a unit of  pain  to be measured and weighed against outcomes  
like a hedon.  

The word is dolor.

This word changes the way I see  like 
how the bluereds of  clouds changes the time of  day

dolor  as in my nonagenerian motherinlaw and 
neighbor Dolores  whose husband a decade ago was claimed 
in a forestfire by that leviathan  cancer  and now  by dementia

dolor  as in the door of  my childhood home  in memory  splint and split
the look of  fathers face when I pass him on the side  walk
back from school  him back from work
on that moongrey  afternoon  of   o eight

continued on next page

Richard Chen
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dolor  as in lorem  ipsum  dolor  sit  amet    consectetur 
adipiscing  elit    sed  do  eiusmod  tempor  incididunt
ut  labore  et  dolore  magna  aliqua
quote  a placeholder text  commonly used to demonstrate the
visual form of  a document or a  type  face without
relying on meaningful  content  unquote.

Dolor  as in the life sitting right there!
right  there

How I wish to reach out and  touching
how i wish to sleep under
the bridge and  see

as in.
the song. 
we. all. 
sing.

dolor. dolor. dolor.
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Hitchhiking to the 
Afterlife?
Deborah Yu

Lengthening 
shadows (WCC7)

Patti Blaine
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So far from the tattered and bloody uniforms,
The violent ruin of  the battlefield,
Are these acres of  small white tombstones.
Thus, we order chaos
With the drumbeat of  geometry.

The sun sets,
The planets rise,
The warm air of  spring 
Greens the spaces
Between the stones
That in a thousand years will melt to 
Nubbins of  sand. 

But now, as we stride by 
It is they who appear to move,
Not falling behind,
But marching in the opposite direction.
 

Memorial Day
Frank J. Edwards, M.D.
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Resilience
Fatema Esaa

In “Resilience,” the hardy and enduring saguaro cactus, able to 
survive periods of  drought and harsh desert climates, represents 
the resilience of  patients, families, and physicians. Cacti are also 
often celebrated and admired outside of  their natural habitat. 
As medical students, it can be discomforting to realize that we 
often find the most intellectual stimulation from individuals who 
are also “outside of  their normal habitat.”
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Mangled Thoughts: 
A Reflection on Anatomy Lab

You peel back his skin. You reveal a piece of  her. 
Stewing in the smell of  formaldehyde, this room has transformed into a theater 
of  an intricate drama.
40 actors. 32 with speaking roles. 
The phony on stage right, the intellect on stage left. William’s body front and center. 
You dissect him to understand them. 
“Them” are the actors that dance around you with blades and probes. 
They poke and prod into the dark corners of  his body. 
In the meantime, they expose their own frustrations, their misplaced curiosities, 
their disappointments and triumphs.
Your dissection is as much a study of  the dead as it is an intense analysis of  the living. 

Amanda Rubano
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You peel back his skin. You reveal a piece of  her. 
Stewing in the smell of  formaldehyde, this room has transformed into a theater 
of  an intricate drama.
40 actors. 32 with speaking roles. 
The phony on stage right, the intellect on stage left. William’s body front and center. 
You dissect him to understand them. 
“Them” are the actors that dance around you with blades and probes. 
They poke and prod into the dark corners of  his body. 
In the meantime, they expose their own frustrations, their misplaced curiosities, 
their disappointments and triumphs.
Your dissection is as much a study of  the dead as it is an intense analysis of  the living. 

Explosive Braddock Bay Sunset
Brandon Sprung, M.D.
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Nashville, November 1994

 Leaning against the back wall, I watched the two eye-catching women whispering and 
giggling at the ice cream counter. Since the Baskin Robbins near Music Row was frequented 
by recording industry people, the patrons probably thought they were starlets from 
Nashville’s music/video scene. I enjoyed taking them to ice cream, on their occasional 
“afternoons out.” The break from parenting and worries about their overcast futures seemed 
to help them. 
 As they stood at the far end of  the counter, one, Dawn, glanced at me, began to grin. 
So I joined them, hoping to head off  any mischief  Dawn might be plotting. 
 But they were just reminiscing about old boyfriends and first meetings at ice cream 
shops - a safe rendezvous for girls wary of  eager suitors. In high school, they had worries 
too: what to wear, how the evening would end. Neither had ever dreamed that they would 
someday face betrayal and death, with only clinging young sons for companionship. 
 “Dave’s lucky, we’re a cheap date,” Dawn’s friend Jan mused. “My son would want a 
gallon of  Chunky Monkey.”
 “Matt’s growing up so fast.” Dawn said, as if  trying to reassure Jan that her son could 
finish raising himself.
 Both had decided to leave their sons with our friend Shannon, an AIDS nurse. The 
boys were old enough to understand what had happened to their Moms and now distrusted 
men.
 I’d been introduced to Dawn and Jan by Shannon, months earlier. Shannon was a 
nurse who ran a support group for those suddenly stalked by fatal disease. Dawn, a new 
member, was still adjusting to her transformed life. A year earlier, Shannon had also 
befriended me, after an accident during an AIDS autopsy had changed my life, too. We were 
both adjusting. So, in a matchmaking gambit, Shannon had introduced us, thinking she might 
benefit from the companionship of  a trustworthy male doc. 

 

Loss of Vision
Mahlon Johnson, M.D., Ph.D.
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She knew that I’d be moved by Dawn’s beauty and her plight. Jan had been coping for years. 
As an ex-cheerleader, she had always buoyed the group with her optimism. But she was 
starting to lose her sight and now rarely left Matt.
 Jan’s father had left when she was four. To support them, her mom had worked 
double shifts at a factory all her life. Jan had raised herself  and been awarded a college math 
scholarship, but now might lose that, too. In the past, she’d sought guys to fill these voids. 
But at seventeen, a boyfriend left her pregnant with Matthew – and with HIV. Jan and her 
uninfected son lived alone. Matt was her only family. Now HIV was slowly pulling her away 
from him. Back then, AZT and Videx were the only treatments available and neither worked 
for long. Jan was also losing her sight due to a cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection of  the 
retina. Treatments for that were also limited, and it had emerged without warning, before she 
could adjust to it.

*************

  Over the next two weeks, I’d called Dawn to check on her and get updates on Jan. 
They’d become close. Jan never complained to friends, but did confide in Dawn. I’d hoped 
she’d at least sense developing visual problems that Jan might hide from others.
 This time when I called, Dawn was downcast. “I was just getting ready to call you. 
They just put Jan in the hospital. It’s her eyes.” Dawn whispered nervously, as if  sharing a 
dark secret she didn’t want her son to overhear. “Matt’s staying with me.”
 The news troubled me. Jan resisted hospitalization. After being diagnosed with CMV 
retinitis, Jan had been given toxic intravenous treatments. It was an attempt to slow the virus’s 
destructive march along her retina. But the toxicity had caused her kidneys to fail. Despite 
our interference, Matt had managed to see his Mom in that pale, weakened state. Jan would 
not allow that to happen again. But now she had no choice.
 “Will you go see her?” Dawn said nervously. “I can’t get over there soon enough.”   
The request surprised me since she drove past the hospital on the way home. In the time I’d 
known her, she’d frequently dropped off  groceries to homebound group members, gay men 
she hardly knew. But Jan was different – she mirrored Dawn’s fate, one she still couldn’t face. 
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 The ward clerk glowered at me when I stopped at the nurse’s station on Jan’s floor. 
They had already become protective. The virus still hadn’t subdued her. From her hospital 
bed, Jan had spread cheer, befriending stressed-out, understaffed nurses struggling to raise 
their own children. Within a day of  her admission, she’d taken over the ward, roaming the 
halls with her I.V. pole, chatting with every forlorn soul she found. To Jan, AIDS was a 
burden to bear, like those her mother bore for mistakes of  youth.
 The door, tatooed with biohazard stickers, stood ajar. Inside, it was dark. The blinds 
were closed. The room was barren, no cards, no flowers, no visitors. Jan seemed asleep. Yet 
she greeted me cheerfully when she saw my silhouette and heard my voice. We talked about 
her treatments.
 “This time they tried an infusion of  foscarnet, since I sure can’t take more 
ganciclovir. It put me into renal failure. But I pulled out of  it,” she said with a grin. Foscarnet 
was also highly toxic and used cautiously in an effort to control the CMV retinitis. Her docs 
must have been concerned. After all, the first tenet of  medicine is “Do no harm,” and no one 
wanted to deprive her son of  whatever time Jan had left.
 “I got so sick this week, I guess I can’t take foscarnet either.” Jan continued.
 This was grim news. Now that Jan’s kidneys had failed again, there were only two 
options: 1) Do nothing and hope for several months of  partial vision, or 2) Inject 
ganciclovir directly into the eye. The latter was a risky procedure but was fairly effective 
in stopping the infection and preserving sight long-term. It only required injecting a small 
amount of  drug and would avoid all of  the collateral damage ganciclovir might produce in 
the kidneys since it wasn’t infused into the blood. Still, intraocular injections were dangerous. 
They often caused ocular hemorrhage or tearing of  the delicate retina. And no one wanted 
to take the risk of  blinding her prematurely - except Jan. And besides, they probably thought, 
Jan had AIDS. In 1994, long before the development of  new HIV-1 “cocktails,” AIDS was 
still a death sentence.
 “I’m so glad Dawn is keeping Matt for a couple of  days. I don’t want him to see me 
like this. He sounds a bit worried and wants to come sleep in the room with me.” Is she 
spoiling him?” Jan asked with a smile.
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 She paused for a moment, as if  still musing over what to do.
  I tried to reassure her about Matt. But after a moment, she waved me silent.
 “Matt’s not doing well in school. Without the injections, I’ll go blind pretty soon and 
I can’t help him with his homework. He gets so upset when I can’t read it.” Jan, voice 
cracking, stopped and looked away. 
 “The doctors don’t seem to understand. They breeze in and out... They won’t do the 
eye injections, won’t even consider it,” she said, now animated. “They say the injections are 
too risky. But I can’t see! I keep telling them that it’s worth it - for Matt’s sake. If  I can’t see I 
can’t take care of  him... I’m just a burden and might as well go on and die so Matt can get my 
life insurance.” Jan, with lips quivering, stopped again.
 I didn’t know the ophthalmologists. However, by reputation, they were capable albeit 
conservative. I offered to call them but gently suggested that Jan try one more time. Due to 
confidentiality, they probably couldn’t tell me much and might view my call as meddling or 
criticism, hurting Jan’s relationship with those she needed most.
 Jan frowned at the suggestion and fell deep in thought. 
 More than once, Jan had said her one wish was to ensure that Matt got a good 
education. At least then he might survive after she was gone. Every night after dinner, they 
sat shoulder to shoulder on the sagging couch together, going over his homework. It was 
their sacred ritual. She knew that the recent hospitalizations had caused her son’s problems 
concentrating and learning. And for the first time, she felt powerless to help him. All the 
more vexing for this former math major, was that math had become a source of  humiliation. 
And Matt refused to study it without Jan there.
 “Matt’s teachers say I should hire a tutor or get Matt in a special after school 
program, but that takes money.” She paused.
 “All I’ve got is some life insurance. I got it when I found out I was pregnant, trying to 
be responsible - then I found out about the other tests....” 
 She paused and looked down. “Sometimes I think it would be better if  I pass....”
 The comment worried me. I didn’t want Jan to give up.
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 That evening, I called Dawn to tell her about Jan. At the mention, Dawn grew quiet. 
She said she had a headache and couldn’t talk long. 
 Dawn didn’t say much as I explained the resistance to treating Jan. Everyone was 
talking about lab values but no one was listening to her values. I braced for a harangue about 
un-caring physicians but none came. In fact, she said little except to ask when Jan would go 
home. Despite their bond, or because of  it, Dawn wasn’t ready to face the prospect of  AIDS 
in Jan, much less in herself. Shannon had warned me of  that. Dawn wouldn’t come to the 
group if  she knew the presentations were on home or hospice care.

*************

 Beep, beep, beep. It was the most frantic set of  pages I’d received in a decade, one after 
another before I could reach a hospital phone. All were the same number, Dawn’s 
number. 
 Dawn picked up at the first ring. 
 “The ward clerk just called from the hospital. She was looking for Jan! After the 
doctors left they couldn’t find her! It’s been half  an hour. She’s disappeared.”
 “Maybe she’s....”
 “No. They’ve looked all over.”
 “She was going to beg them to try the injections again but....”
 “I’m going over there.” Dawn said. 
 “Wait, wait...,” but Dawn had hung up. 
 I ran to my car. It was a cold, rainy night, and getting late - too late to mobilize AIDS 
docs or ophthalmologists in case of  a crisis. Dawn’s place, almost thirty minutes from the 
hospital, was deep in a labyrinth of  side streets and was hard to find even in clear weather. 
Now I’d lost both of  them.
 The hurried wipers clicked off  the seconds as I sped west, checking my watch. I 
wondered how long Jan had been missing and if  she was out in the downpour. 
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Dawn spotted Jan in the city park across from the hospital. Seeing the headlights, Jan ran and 
hid behind an old oak with outstretched, sheltering limbs. Her soaked hair and pajamas clung 
to her thin frame. Dawn pulled up and called out to her, but there was no reply. Jumping out, 
she sloshed head down thru the puddles and soggy grass, pulling up her collar as she went.
 “Jan! What on earth are you...?”
 But she knew. Jan was shivering uncontrollably. 
 Jan turned to run away, but Dawn persisted.
 “Let’s go home, and Matt - he needs you!”
 Dawn approached slowly, as if  Jan were a frightened doe crouched for flight. Now, 
Dawn was shivering uncontrollably and Jan was sobbing. Dawn continued the mantra: 
“Come! Matt needs you.” Too cold to move, Jan dropped to a fetal position against the tree. 
Its nearly bare branches offered little shelter.
 “Come on, Jan. I’m going to get pneumonia too and...” Dawn stopped herself, her 
voice breaking, and pulled Jan up, trying to wrap her in the coat. Dawn, no great fighter, 
cautiously eased her toward the car.
 After forty minutes, Dawn paged again - to the same number. I stopped at a pay 
phone near Dawn’s place. It was still pouring.
 “Jan was out in the rain! She was trying to kill herself.” Dawn shouted over the 
cacophony of  Emergency Room pages.
 “Is she OK?”
 “I think so,” Dawn sighed nervously. “I’m going to bring her and Matt over to my 
house. Can you come- and pick up some hot food for Jan?”

*************

 As I approached the open door to Dawn’s small, clapboard house, I could see Jan. 
She was sitting on Dawn’s fraying, mocha-plaid couch trying to straighten the haphazard 
collection of  brown, K-Mart pillows Dawn used to hide old stains. In an oversized sweatshirt 
and jeans with the legs rolled-up, Jan looked small, helpless, like a tiny, cornered mouse who’d 
given up finding a way out. At the sound of  the storm door, she looked up but wasn’t sure. 
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 “Mahlon?” she called.
 “How are you?” I said, as I moved quietly towards her.
 Jan feigned preoccupation with the pillows. She didn’t want to talk.
 “Your eyes?” I asked, trying to broach the subject.
 Hearing this, Dawn left the room to check on Jan’s son, and her own. She knew, 
sensing a crisis, he wouldn’t sleep. Dawn’s son, awakened by the commotion, peeped out 
from behind his door. 
 After more pillow straightening, Jan began to talk... about the ophthalmologists, deaf  
to her constant pleas for help. “They didn’t hear me. I’m just a case of  AIDS, another 
problem to check on rounds. They even discharged me for leaving the hospital. At least the 
ER doc seemed to understand.” 
 “Jan, last week I talked with a friend who’s an ophthalmologist. I hope that’s OK. I 
didn’t mention your name.”
 She nodded, now hugging a pillow.
 “He said someone in his group would try the injections. And tomorrow we can take 
you to their eye clinic to look for some ‘cool rhinestone shades’ - or at least some special 
glasses.” Jan’s lips moved at the mention of  her favorite old song. “Matt will call you a nerd 
but...”
 Jan, drying her eyes, looked up.
 “And she probably never mentioned it, but Shannon is part of  a church group that 
gives scholarships to low income families. I’m sure they can help with Matt’s education. We’ll 
all pitch in. We can’t teach Matt advanced calculus,” I said with a grin, “but maybe we can 
help with other things.” 
 Jan bent over the largest pillow and looked down while pondering all this. For a 
moment, she looked almost hopeful. Then she buried her face in it.
 With regret, I left her alone and walked out on the stoop. It had taken an attempted 
suicide to get her Docs’ attention - and ours. I could have done that with a phone call. But I 
was afraid my interference would embarrass or offend them.
 Hearing the door, Dawn came back and sat talking to Jan. With the rain, I couldn’t 
hear what Jan was saying. Her physicians hadn’t either, until it was almost too late.
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 It’s been over two decades since Jan died of  AIDS-related pneumonia. Her memory 
still brings sorrow. If  only she had survived long enough to get the lifesaving anti-
retroviral “cocktails.” She might have seen her son finish school, even excel in math, free of  
the gnawing fear that HIV might claw his mother to the ground. Since then, with the 
numerous anti-HIV drugs, many failing patients have been pulled from the claws of  death 
and gone on to lead healthy lives. New drugs for CMV retinitis have also been approved. But 
the challenge of  hearing and understanding the dreams of  patients remains.
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in a hospital room flooded with sun somewhere—facing the southwestern sky

She was going home. 
The shades were up.
Someone sat across from her
waiting to drive her back 
to her own bed, 
her own kitchen table, 
her own windows and quiet. 

When I knelt next to her bed, 
asking how this could be different, 

She said it couldn’t. She was leaving. 
She sat on the edge of  her bed, her hair uncombed.

Her voice was harsh and deep
with its sadness folded, 
hidden inside something 
like arrogance 
and a cough opened and closed 
every one of  her sentences.

Against Medical Advice
Blythe Fiscella
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Her hospital gown hung unevenly over her shoulders 
Leaving her back open to the hallway; 

She looked past my face and she told me:
I’ve heard this before, 
I know, I know. I could get sick, I could die—

She interrupted herself  with a gesture, 
her hand is pointing at the sky,

but in that moment, I am fixed,
in the wrinkles of  her face
and the sharp glint of  blue that makes you think…    

 I follow her hand
 out of  the window behind me.

He’ll take care of  me. She says 
straight, staring ahead
without the smallest shake in her voice,
with a line of  water at the rim of  her eyes, 

and I look with her, 

 a line of  still green trees and a blue sheet pulled tight over 
 this orb.
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Fume
Allison Ogawa
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I took it when your eyes held it out,
and kept it inside when they closed;
when the ventilator could no longer
coax your chest to shudder, I held it still;
yes, when your ghost disappeared
behind your face and left it sagging
to the earth’s pull, I turned it over,
feeling it, and would thank you
with open eyes and lighter grip.

Joy
Andrew Schep
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[one]
You told me that I was dying. Now I’m not dying? 
And I have to go back to the nursing home? 

[two]
This is a five-star hospital and a two-star hotel. 

[three]
Consult question: 
Goals of  care and symptom management for a man
whose liver swallows up his whole taut abdomen and
suffocates his diaphragm and strangles his intestines and
overloads his stick figure legs and 
isn’t a candidate 
for chemo. 

Consult answer: 
Address him by his nickname.

A series of existential and other crises 
within these hospital walls
Kate Crofton
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[four]
I know what will happen. The nursing home food is terrible. 
I’m going to come back here in a week
constipated and altered
And you won’t be my doctor anymore. 

[five]
A&O x?
Oriented to self, but we shall not speak of  the left hand
Oriented to Atlantic Standard Time 
Oriented to place if  the place is Bermuda 
She asks, 
“How could I eat breakfast when
I am not here?”

[six]
He comes in every other week 
for Dilaudid, dialysis, and a paracentesis.
At least you’ll learn how to take
care of  him if  you’re a resident here but
he’ll probably be dead by then. 

continued on next page
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[seven]
Well I have some advice for you: 
Don’t become a deadbeat nursing home doctor. 
She just saunters in 
then grabs the doorknob
to leave before I can ask any questions. 

[eight]
Girl, give me 
two pieces of  yogurt. 

[nine]
E-record patient location: AC-10L
E-record patient location: 614-2301
E-record patient location: 714-1202
E-record patient location: PACU-08
E-record patient location: dcsd.
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Walking through a frigid street,
I chased a fall leaf  falling with the rain.
I stared at its emptiness as it dug its way to its grave.
It stared at mine.
Void like my atoms, brittle like its blade.
“You are just like me
Desiccating in a moment frozen in space
Hollow”

Appalled, I ran away
In the empty space around
Searching my own vessel,
Hoping to be found

My lungs escaped with air I breathed,
My hands divorced my senses
My brain unveiled its illusions
My feet unearthed my anchor
My light began to flicker
My blood dissolved in rain
My skin dried and withered,
Brittle like the blade.
Massless, hollow,
I became my shadow.

Autumn Leaf
Omar El-Charif
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Box: disease due to global capitalism
        subgroup: climate change variant
        subgroup: dictatorship disease with
                        malignant metastatic involvement
        subgroup: ill-defined

Box: disease due to white supremacy
        subgroup: colonization, infectious
        subgroup: 1619
        subgroup: silent indigenous genocide with
                         accompanying global capitalism disorder

Box: disease due to diffuse structures of  institutionalized oppression
        subgroup: inherited, embodied oppression
                        causing epigenetic disorder
        subgroup: intersectional, multifactorial

Box: disease due to cis-het masculinity
        subgroup: freudian oral fixation
        subgroup: consult toxicology

Box: disease due to lesions of  power
        subgroup: invisible

“This note has been signed by a medical student
        and is therefore utterly useless until otherwise notified.”

A sociologist’s guide to medical 
diagnostic codes
Allison Ogawa
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Sunrise Aloft
Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D.
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She still is with us.
Eerily, we feel her presence.
Just hours before
she was whisked through the propped door
to the E.D. via ambulance.
Evidence remains:
The open expired bottle of  nitro,
The couch’s displaced and squished pillows,
The coffee table moved to the left
to make room for the stretcher
and the EMT’s that needed to perform CPR.
Her diamond rings rest in the carnival glass.
Her favorite shoes are laid out on the first step.
These were signature habits.
She has not gone away, 
not yet:
Not while we inhale the residual aroma that pertains 
to the kitchen’s annual bake,
and gaze upon the large piece of  the peanut butter cake
lovingly made yesterday for dad’s birthday.
Not one of  us has the heart to eat it
though we believe the memorial is delicious.
It says:   Happy

Parting Word
Lisa Marie Cuff
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identity
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Tom Kearns
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I felt a liver in the hospital today 
but not the patient whose swollen body 
it occupied.
I did not know his story
the way that I could picture 
the mean cirrhotic bulges
restricting the flow of  blood and life
inside of  him. 

It made me think of  you. 
Not because I know you either
but I’ve been collecting the whispers. 
You were glamorous they said
And unstable. 
Vodka made your tongue sharp. 

The patient’s chief  complaint 
was “coffee ground emesis” 
as if  he had read the medical textbooks. 
He said that he was ready to stop drinking
but I did not really believe him. 
That made me think of  you, too.

Your neighbors found you because of  the smell 
and also your cat’s pathetic whimper
which led them to the empty gallon 
of  vodka in your bedroom 
back when alcohol delivery service 
fed your hunger.  

They say that I look like you
And that’s a compliment because you
Had high cheekbones. 
They don’t talk about you often
But the whispers are my inheritance.

Inheritance
Kate Crofton
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It's the freezy in my breezy, the brick in my brac, 
my fresh out of  frenzy, my unmotivational shellac, 
dogged without a license, no shark in my attack, 
the flop in my flip, my earthly penance, the crimp in my whip, 
the drip in my flow, an ace menace, no yeast in my dough, 
the poorest of  poor rest, my stop light blinks yellow, 
the pep test, needling cactus, one oar for my row
the blank in my rifle, the sink in my ship, 
the meaning of  stifle, my zap orphans zip,
the Oh in whoa, the ache in awaken, no flood for my Noah, 
the fireman, the brakeman, no caw for my crow, 
lacking a good many cowboys for my rodeo,
my sloth, ragged dishcloth, a constricting boa, 
the all-day nightcap, the diss in dismiss, 
the whipping boy's strap, the less in largesse, 
a tightrope for cope, the pro in procrastination,
climbing without rope, a rat's in my ration, 
burning fumes for gas while running on empty, 
a braking express train, my zombie's freed, 

Chronic Fatigue
Lisa Marie Cuff
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unable to suppress like the salt in the Dead Sea, 
no jump for my battery, gear one rules my ten-speed, 
my ginger snapped, the flat for my off-key, 
my glands kidnapped, the where within weary,  
the kill in killjoy, my taxing brass tacks, 
the nail in my tires, the blue in my grass, 
the spin for my loop, fate's co-dependence with fagged, 
in attendance the party-pooper, the perpetually jet-lagged, 
it's a booster free rocket, the lead in my alloy, 
my un-stocked market, the under in employed, 
when beat can't be beat, the brief  in my case,
the treat of  retreat, need lots of  crawlspace,
no hula 'n hoop, jammed delete, my trialing Salem, 
the slip-on slump, the wipe out in my slalom, 
no sap in my trunk, the horseless jock, 
where's the bed in my bedlam, jack slack's giant stalk, 
my soul's sticky gum, vim's gambled chips lost, 
no knight for my joust, noxious exhaust, the life in the ghost, 
the drag in the dragon, the leech on the host, 
my sails wave the wind on, a demanding provost.
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Blue Mosque on Sky
Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D.
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In Sickness 
and in Health
Fatema Esaa

Sandhill cranes are among the few species of  animals that 
mate for life, and dancing is a part of  their mating ritual. 
This painting of  dancing sandhill cranes was inspired by 

the spouses I met during my clinical rotations. The support 
and dedication I witnessed was incredible. They finished 
their partner’s sentences when their partners could not, 
helped them tell their stories, and advocated for them.
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As a young explorer, pouring recklessly
though glossy pages of  now long-forgotten Britannica, 
I remember learning how we, as humans, are apex predators
with technological advances superior to tooth and claw.
How odd to see you then, lying limp in a cold, soul-thirsty light,
your unsettled brow dominating countenance, droplet dappled life escaping, 
helpless as the pathogen replicates with avalanching frenzy,
devouring your interior (though one-millionth your size) as it bests you, 
crawling from your throat as if  to speak.
The primal shudder, running deep into my core.

Prey
Jonathan Paul Edelman
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sanitorium
Tom Kearns
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Women contorted their
bodies to step out
of  skinny jeans in
the locker room.
The smell of  formaldehyde
chilled my own bare bone skin.
Classmates wearing red flannel,
pink sweaters,
and printed skirts
transformed into a new crew of  powder blue
scrubbed automatons that stormed elevators,
lifting us up light as clouds
carrying the weight of  rainwater.

We were told to work on a task.
We completed them.
We might have asked where to find the inguinal ligament
or how to find the supposedly obvious accessory nerve.
When we learned our donor’s
name-age-occupation-cause of  death,
we talked about her.
We imagined what, or who, or how this person was.
Our conversation about her
died down when we covered her
in a white sheet and plastic tarp.

Sightseeing (real costumes)
Alison Livada
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After we returned to class
to learn to be doctors,
we dressed as our former
selves,
Masked in white coats.

The lesson on heart sounds
taught us to use a stethoscope.
Although I knew very little, 
I could carry my stethoscope
around my neck
and could remember where to listen
to hear that series of  sounds
found in every
Living Body.

We did not wear stethoscopes in anatomy lab,
Although they served as our “first patients.”
From her, I only held onto
what’s common among the living and dead:
No memory of  a sound, but merely the sight of  anatomy.
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That day, it was a banana. 

6 actually, fanned out in my hand, 
A bonanza for someone 
Still struggling with Stroke’s
Death grip on his throat,
Tantalizing him with a dysphagic
Diet of  multicoloured mush. 

Bananas, though, he could eat. Whole.

Pulling him forward, hand in his,
Baring his back for the methodical
March of  my stethoscope – 
Feeling his frailty in that shaking arm.
All it took was 6 months in a hospital bed
An injection, infections, infarctions…

And now he lives for that banana. Pride.

Mealtime comes mid-exam
And he haltingly reads out the menu.
Words, once conscripted into research papers,
Stumble now over the list of  foods

What we offer
Catherine Jay
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He can’t eat till his nurse is free
To shoot him with insulin. 
So instead, we visually inspect
His sought-after tray - complete…

Except for the banana. Resignation.

We do a lot in a given day
But, that day,

The best thing I did
Was find a banana.

6 actually, fanned out in my hand,
So he could choose his favourite.
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Contributors’ Bios

Patti Blaine is employed part-time as a chaplain at URMC and at RGH. She is a full-time 
MA student in Religious Studies at Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School, and studied 
drawing, painting, psychology, and art history as an undergraduate and graduate student. 
Her publications include art reviews and criticism in various news venues, and a clinical 
letter in the Journal of  PM&R. She can frequently be found procrasti-knitting socks while 
ignoring piles of  books and writing assignments.

Thais Calderon is a fourth-year medical student at URSMD. She loves food, dancing, 
and any reason to travel to Toronto. When not removing coffee stains off  her white coat 
with her tide-to-go, you can find her baking bread or running along the canal.

Richard Chen is a third-year medical student studying at the University of  Rochester. He 
is currently writing a collection of  personal and academic essays about trust and 
meaning-making in the relationships between patients and their physicians. His work has 
been previously featured in murmur and Entropy.

Armond Collins is a recent graduate of  URSMD. He has previously published 
poetry and artwork in murmur. He enjoyed being part of  the Medical Humanities Pathway 
throughout medical school, as it allowed him the time to explore his passion for writing. 
In his spare time, he finds pleasure in learning about psychiatry, volunteering, and eating at 
new restaurants.

Kate Crofton is a fourth-year medical student at URSMD, originally from rural 
Wisconsin. She’s a big fan of  uteruses, sourdough bread, child’s pose, and poetry.
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Lisa Marie Cuff has worked as a RN in the Neonatal Intensive Care at GCH for forty 
years. She feels as though she is a nurse by profession and a writer by design. Lisa is 
currently engaged in writing middle grade novels as well as poetry. Outside of  being 
attached to a huge mug of  tea, she enjoys long walks and swims, baking and cooking, 
movies, and train travel to New York City to visit her children.

Jonathan Edelman is a graduating family nurse practitioner student at URSON and a 
NICU RN. He is very grateful for this second publication with murmur, which has given 
him both an outlet and a lovely excuse to play with the English language these past two 
years.

Frank J. Edwards, M.D. is a URSMD graduate and a long-time emergency physician 
who now directs the graduate medical education programs at the Arnot Ogden Medical 
Center. He has published a number of  things, including novels, poetry, short stories and 
scholarly articles.

Omar El-Charif is a third-year medical student at URSMD who feels compelled to claim 
some sport hobby but doesn’t like sports. He has barely endeavored outside of  his 
comfort zone of  science, numbers, and music, so is very excited to be included in murmur 
for the first creative writing project he’s pretty much ever done.

Fatema Esaa is an alumna of  URSMD. She grew up in central PA surrounded by the 
picturesque Susquehanna Valley. She has been drawing and painting since she was a child 
and loves the challenge of  watercolor. As a student in the Medical Humanities Pathway, 
she created a series of  watercolors inspired by her reflections on her medical education.
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Blythe Fiscella is a cat-mom allergic to cats. She really loves summer and air-
conditioning. Her first poem was probably written during a really loud thunderstorm in 
Virginia and probably had something to do with the rain.

Emily Gore is a third-year medical student who has been drawn to the visual arts since 
she crawled into her dad’s studio. She has found a new way to appreciate human anatomy 
through sketching nude gestures and recently took up a project chatting about art and life 
with patients at Wilmot Cancer Center.

John Hansen, M.D. is a Professor Emeritus of  Neuroscience and former Course 
Director of  Human Structure and Function, former Chair of  Neurobiology and 
Anatomy, and was Associate Dean for Admissions for 21 years. He has had the great 
privilege to be associated with the Netter Anatomy publications since 2003. He retired at the 
end of  2017, and he and his wife enjoy travel and photography. His photographic website 
can be viewed at jhansen47.smugmug.com.

Catherine Jay is a fourth-year medical student applying into Neurosurgery with the 
eventual goal of  Pediatric Neurosurgery. She grew up internationally and is always excited 
to connect with French or Mandarin-speaking patients. In her free time, she can be found 
either wandering the woods of  Rochester or hiding in a corner with a good book.

Mahlon Johnson, M.D., Ph.D. is a Professor of  Neuropathology at URMC who trained 
and spent many years in Nashville at Vanderbilt Medical School. He has written a book, 
Working on a Miracle, Bantam Books (translated into eleven languages) and several creative 
nonfiction pieces, including Maria in Narrative Matters, Health Affairs, and Hollifield’s 
Insomnia in Southeast Review. Aside from neuropathology, his interests include the history 
of  medicine and classical symphonic music.
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Tom Kearns is a Emergency Medicine PGY-1 at Yale New Haven Hospital and a 
URSMD alumnus. He likes to take photos of  seemingly stagnant construction sites in the 
middle of  the night. He also writes sometimes when he’s not handing out horrendous 
turkey sandwiches to the good citizens of  the ED.

Alison Livada is currently a first-year Ph.D. student, and a second-year medical student in 
arrested development at URSMD. Happily married and a Chihuahua paw-rent, she enjoys 
burning up her Kindle on late nights and cooking for hungry friends and family. She is 
delighted to see her first publication in murmur .

Jeffrey M. Lyness, M.D. is a senior faculty member. Recently he noticed what year it is 
and downsized his go-to travel photography equipment to just his iPhone.

Allison Ogawa is a third-year medical student who hails from New Mexico. The only 
thing Allison likes more than sunshine is the smell of  roasting green chile. Outside of  
medical school, they find themselves pretending their fire escape is a patio, reading about 
dying, and contemplating the concept of  awe. Allison hopes to use medicine as a route to 
justice and healing, especially for immigrants and people experiencing incarceration.

Amanda Rubano is a second-year medical student at URSMD. She walks a great deal 
around the cemetery each morning because it’s quiet. She draws at random and finds 
medicine to be poetry in motion.
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Ramya Sampath is a third-year medical student at URSMD who has recently filled her 
time with trying to keep all her new COVID-quarantine plant roommates alive. She is a 
dilettante lifelong language learner, dancer, and collector of  instruments she doesn’t play 
well. When not waxing poetic about the mysteries of  the universe (but mostly about the 
wonders of  cheese), she’s supposed to be studying clerkship-relevant material, but seems 
to only study all the other things. She is keeping an open mind about what specialty to 
pursue, so check back in a year for updates. 

Andrew Schep is a hospital chaplain at Strong. According to a deleted dating app, his 
interests include cities, sky, and kindness. His poems have appeared in a handful of  
journals, including The Healing Muse, and Stone Canoe.

Brandon Sprung, M.D. is an Assistant Professor of  Medicine and Associate Fellowship 
Program Director in the Division of  Gastroenterology and Hepatology. Landscape 
photography has become a passion of  his over the years, after getting his first dSLR 
camera in 2011 and honing his craft over years of  practice. You can often catch him 
chasing a sunrise or sunset on the weekends and traveling around Western NY in search 
of  that perfect light or that hidden gem in the Finger Lakes. You can find his photographs 
displayed in the new Strong CVICU and often on the local news and social media outlets.

Deborah Yu is a recent graduate of  URSMD. In her spare moments, she finds herself  
reminiscing about her adventures as a pirate in a previous life, swing dancing, and reading 
Murakami. Also, her passion for medical humanities continues to inspire her to explore 
creative ways to better incorporate it into healthcare.
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About this Journal:
 
murmur accepts poetry, prose, and visual art from members of  the University of  
Rochester Medical Center community, including students, physicians, nurses, and 
alumni. The editorial staff  and readers review pieces anonymously; selections (writing 
and art) are made by group consensus. Copyrights of  all printed materials belong to 
their creators.
 
murmur was founded in 2015 and is led by medical students with input from a faculty 
advisor. We print copies annually at Book1One in Rochester, NY. We are funded by 
the Arnold P. Gold Foundation, the University Committee for Interdisciplinary 
Studies, and the University of  Rochester School of  Medicine Student Senate. Our 
annual release party is held at the Rochester Academy of  Medicine.


